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Administrative policy changes affect students 
by Debbie Graham. 
Continuing and prospective occupants of 
University residence halls will be affected 
by some changes in the residence dor- 
mitory contracts and in administrative 
policies for next year. The most con- 
troversial of these changes concerns the 
ever-famous question of visitation 
regulations. 
According to Manning Lomax, director 
of housing, visitation regulations in the 
dormitory contract are very similar to 
those listed in this year's contract. One 
change, however, and one that will please 
the majority of students, is that the hours 
of visitation have been extended. 
Beginning with the fall semester of 1974, 
visitation hours Sunday through Thursday 
will be noon to 11 p.m. instead of the 
current 2 p.m. to 11 p.m. Weekend 
visitation hours will be identical to the 
ones in use now, noon to 2 a.m. 
The new contract also states, "The 
Administration reserves' the right to alter 
or terminate the visitation program if 
Student Government fails to discharge its 
responsibilities in administering the 
program and-or if the program is deter- 
mined by the Administration not to be in 
the best interest of the University." 
Lomax explained that this clause was 
inserted to provide for the creation of a 
better system of security than the present 
sign-in method. 
One other change in the administrative 
policy concerning visitation that is not set 
forth in the residence halls contract 
(because it applies only to women's high 
rise dormitories) is that males will have to 
sign in simply to go behind the double 
doors on the first floor. 
Student Senator Joyce Kelley claimed 
that this regulation was "passed by a 
majority of two—Dean Delony (Susan G. 
Delony, associate dean of students) and 
Lomax." 
Kelley related the past actions of 
Student Government and the 
Administration leading to this decision. 
She explained that once last year and at 
the beginning of this year, Student Senate 
passed bills calling for the deletion of the 
sign-in policy. However, the bills were not 
apDroved by the Administration. 
Recently, she continued, an opinion poll 
was taken in the women's residence halls. 
The majority who answered the questions 
considered the sign-in policy "not wor- 
thwhile and asked for more sufficient 
security. A minority considered an escort 
system without signing in as sufficient," 
Kelley claimed. The results of the poll 
were given to the Administration and no 
apparent action was taken. 
"Then came the Jordan-Ford court case 
which really upset things," Kelley noted. 
"The Administration didn't like the way 
the student court handled the case and as I 
understand it, refused to honor its 
decision. The Administration claimed that 
Student Government was falling down on 
its part of the responsibility by not 
providing for adequate means of 
security." 
Don Phillips, as elections chairman, 
went to Delony with the results of the 
afore-mentioned poll and asked why there 
had been no investigation conducted on the 
matter, Kelley continued. 
As a result, a committee of ad- 
ministrators and students was formed to 
come to some sort of agreement on what 
constitutes adequate security in the 
visitation question. Walter Cox, vice- 
president of student affairs, George 
Coakley, associate dean of students, 
Delony and Lomax served as represen- 
tatives of the Administration. Student 
representatives were Student Body 
President John Pratt, Vice-President 
Steve   Csernak,   Senate   President   Bill 
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Findley, Phillips and Senators John 
Rivers, Lynn Lovelace and Kelley. 
A meeting of the committee was held but 
the members could not come to an 
agreement. The representatives of the 
Administration, Kelley said, then called 
for a subcommittee to be formed. Mem- 
A CONCERT YOU WON'T FOR&ET 
bership on this committee excluded Cox 
and Coakley. The purpose of the sub- 
committee, according to Kelley, was to 
provide a grounds on which both sides 
could present their plans, argue the 
question and go back to the initially- 
created committee with a "concrete 
continued on page 6 
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Brinkley:  the country will survive 
by Earl Gatlin  
"If you believe everything you hear from Washington, 
then meet me backstage after the speech because I want 
to sell you some stock in the Pennsylvania Railroad," 
offered     David     Brinkley     Tuesday     night     in 
Tillman Auditorium. 
Brinkley, a 28-year veteran of NBC news has received 
every major broadcasting award. After working with 
Chet Huntley as co-anchorman of "NBC Nightly News" 
for a number of years, Brinkley began a series of personal 
reports on "David Brinkley's Journal" last year. 
Although he announced it was "a pleasure to be out of 
Washington, even if only for a while," Brinkley's speech, 
which was sponsored by the Speaker's Bureau, was 
fundamentally optimistic. 
"Now that we are a month into the new year, we can 
look at the country in a different perspective," said 
Brinkley. "The country will go on despite all the 
politicians that go to jail and all those who ought to go that 
don't." 
According to Brinkley, other countries' views of the 
United States have not changed in spite of the Watergate 
scandal because these nations have witnessed many more 
outrages than the United States has. Although one would 
expect such people to become cynical, Brinkley held that 
foreigners are perhaps more optimistic than Americans 
because they expect little. 
"We expect more of our leaders than anyone else with 
the exception of the Swiss and Scandanavians," com- 
mented Brinkley. "Europeans think scandals are nor- 
mal," he added. 
In praising the country, Brinkley stated that the United 
States has done a good job in dealing with corruption. One 
of the reasons for this, Brinkley claimed, is a durable and 
flexible society. 
"No one else could have come through this generation 
as we have and be that free or this strong," he said. 
Brinkley noted that "politicians by their nature are less 
stable. A person running for political office is seeking 
power over his fellow man—and power corrupts." 
At the same time, Brinkley noted that one of the 
problems Watergate exposed is the concentration of 
power that exists in Washington. 
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"A present threat," he warned, "is the excessive 
concentration of political and economic power in 
Washington. There is too much money—our money—and 
it is being used to buy more power." Brinkley added that 
situation existed long before Nixon arrived on the scene. 
"America has been pushed around. The government 
does not ask what we want; it tells us what we want, what 
we will pay for it and that if we don't pay we'll go to jail." 
Claiming that power is dangerous, Brinkley advised 
that citizens vote against candidates who don't un- 
derstand this principle and to vote for those who want to 
change the present power situation. 
Working within the system "is slow, but in time it 
works," said Brinkley. "It has worked here better than 
anywhere else." He also advised the audience to "vote 
against any new federal tax whatsoever." 
Summing up his address, Brinkley declared, "We will 
survive, but everyone has to help." 
He then proceeded to give a series of "highly 
unreliable" opinions: 
Impeachment: "I doubt it. Congress won't do it unless 
there is a specific violation of a specific law and the public 
must understand it clearly. Congress is reluctant to do 
anything unless forced to—particularly if there's nothing 
in it for them." 
Resignation: "I doubt it. It is not in the President's 
nature. Besides, he'll have to pay for his own lawyers." 
Fuel shortage: "There is one. How bad? I don't know 
and I can't find out. One presumed authority says one 
thing and another presumed authority says another thing. 
The government doesn't know either." 
Gas rationing: "If the Arabs drop the embargo, we can 
get by without it." 
Middle East: "The United States is pressuring Israel 
and will pressure some more to get a settlement ac- 
ceptable for both sides. This will mean that Israel will 
give up all lands taken since 1967 and some provisions will 
be given for the Palestinian refugees. Israel can't resist 
long because the United States is is their only friend." 
The 1976 election: Who knows? I guess the Republicans 
will nominate Vice President Ford, who will be hard to 
beat. I do not and cannot believe Sen. (Edward) Kennedy 
will receive the other nomination; other than that I don't 
know. Ford will be hard to beat because this country is in 
a conservative mood; no mood for a president promising 
new programs and new taxes." 
Brinkley then fielded questions from the audience. "Ask 
any question; I can't be embrassed. If I don't know the 
answer I'll be evasive," he jested. 
The first series of questions came from an economics 
professor whose basic premise was that news reporters 
did not understand fundamental economics. 
When the professor challenged Brinkley's statement 
that federal taxes were inflationary, Brinkley replied, 
"How can you say taxes are deflationary when the 
government takes the money from you and spend it it- 
self?" 
On the subject of taxes, Brinkley also claimed that in 
the 1930's "the government stopped collecting taxes to 
sustain itself and began to collect a pool of money to divide 
among those powerful enough to divide it up—such as 
farmers and aviation people." 
Asked to comment on President Nixon's honesty, 
Brinkley said, "Nixon didn't steal the elction if you mean 
stealing votes. He didn't play it straight on discussions of 
the issues, but few politicians level with people honestly 
and forthrightly." 
Brinkley responded to a query about campaign finan- 
cing by reporting a suggestion that money be donated to a 
■ federal campaign' finance office which would handle 
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money like a bank. The candidate would send bills for 
services to the office, which would pay the bills with 
money contributed to the candidate's account. This would 
prevent theft. Brinkley noted that the method is but "one 
of hundreds of ideas on the subject." 
Responding to a question concerning criticisms aimed 
at the press, he asserted that anyone who is not willing to 
be criticized should not go into either politics or jour- 
nalism. Expounding further, Brinkley said there is a 
similarity between politicians and those in show business. 
"If I went on tomorrow night and said that Spiro Agnew 
was the best politician since Jefferson, Adams, Hamilton 
and Madison, the public would think I'm biased—but he 
wouldn't." 
Commenting on Presidential press conferences, 
Brinkley observed, "The President says exactly what he 
wants to say, no more and no less. We might as well not be 
there; it's almost as if he wrote the questions himself. It is 
virtually impossible to ask a big time politician a question 
he hasn't already heard or anticipated. The press con- 
ference is a poor format for obtaining information, but it 
is useful to the President and the public." 
Perhaps the highlight of the questioning occurred when 
a young boy asked Brinkley if he wore a toupee when on 
television. "Good Lord, no!" he replied. "If I did, it would 
look a lot better than it does." 
Brinkley predicted that it would not be very long before 
a black would be President or Vice President of the United 
States. "Not long ago, there was a big national debate 
whether or not a Roman Catholic could be President; now 
it seems almost silly to mention it." 
Asked about Vietnam, he responded, "We're still there. 
We send money, millions of barrels of gasoline, and we 
have a significant number of civilians in Vietnam. He 
explained that although military personnel are out of 
Vietnam, they are in the surrounding countries, "so that 
we are out of Vietnam only in our military role." 
The final question put to Brinkley was 'what keeps 
newsmen honest?' "The need to survive," he answered. 
"If one doesn't perform in a way that is acceptable to the 
public he won't be around very long." •    • ■ 
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BOOKS 
Vidal: History with a social twist 
by Bob Thompson. 
It's not often that one can find history 
wrapped in a titillating blanket of social 
intrigues, human pettiness and pseudo- 
psychological motivations. 
Usually we get only the bare facts, with 
only as much interpretation as is 
necessary to hold the various parts 
together. Historical figures are treated 
with the utmost deference and their 
personal motivations and weaknesses are 
often glossed over for the sake of impact 
and simplicity. 
Historians probably stay away from 
psychological interpretations of historical 
events because, first, psychology is not 
their field, and, second, because motives 
cannot be trusted to filter down through 
the ages without distortion or coloring. Yet 
it is wrong to assume that all of our an- 
cestors did not have the same drives and 
prejudices that we have. Jealousy, in- 
security, sex drives, greed—all these have 
been factors in all societies, and most 
likely will remain important behavioral 
determinants. 
Gore Vidal may have gone a bit too far in 
Burr, depicting our Founding Fathers in 
all their lecherous, crapulent baseness. He 
seems to have heard that little joke about 
Washington, Jefferson, Burr, Hamilton, et 
al, being called Founding Fathers because 
they fathered half the American 
population out of wedlock. Vidal may have 
taken the joke too literally, but it makes 
for very interesting reading, which is why 
Burr squats atop nearly every list of 
popular books. 
The characters in the first 50 years of the 
republic come alive at the touch of Vidal's 
fascinating wit. Very few figures come out 
of the book unscathed, as the author goes 
about almost systematically destroying 
what he considers myths about prominent 
early American leaders. In fact, possibly 
the only character to be portrayed more 
sympathetically than usual is Aaron Burr 
himself. 
"King George" Washington is depicted 
as rather dull, both socially and in- 
tellectually, with a monstrous ego and 
buttocks to match. We find that Benedict 
Arnold, though a traitor, was nevertheless 
a competent general, while nearly every 
other American military leader (except 
Burr, of course) was a dolt, if one is to 
believe Vidal. 
One particularly witty portrait of Jef- 
ferson the incessant tinker describes how 
he used to corral visitors to Monticello into 
seeing his latest inventions, often to their 
dismay. Here Burr narrates as Jefferson 
is showing off a bedroom invention: 
Jefferson took the end of a rope that 
dangled from the ceiling, and gave a tug. 
There was a loud crash as a heavy bed 
landed at the inventor's feet, nearly 
sparing us the Jefferson administration. 
'Good God!" The American 
Archimedes was crestfallen. . . 
Vidal claims that he has used facts 
whenever possible and that he spent "a 
good many years preparing and writing 
Burr." It is difficult, however, to tell 
where fact ends and fiction begins. If 
you're looking for historical accuracy, you 
would probably be better off looking in a 
straight history text. Yet you would be 
missing a thoroughly enjoyable reading 
experience. 
Burr himself is a fascinating figure, as 
he no doubt would have been during his 
lifetime. Perhaps part of the intriguing 
personality he exudes is that of someone 
who is clever at disobeying life's rules and 
lucky enough not to get caught red-handed. 
Burr is lustful and opportunistic, but he 
admits as much, which is in its own way 
admirable. 
The structure of the novel is innovative 
and sound. There are two narrators—a 
young journalist named Charlie Schuyler, 
and Burr, who dictates his memoirs to 
Charlie. There is a rough parallel between 
Burr and Charlie, young Schuyler ap- 
parently representing Burr in his youth. 
The intricate web of human relation- 
ships makes the novel somewhat like a 
good mystery work or the novels of 
Thomas Hardy. It's fun figuring out the 
puzzles. But tying everybody together 
could be frustrating with just a cursory 
knowledge of U.S. history. 
Vidal explains in the afterword of the 
book why he chose to write a historical 
novel rather than a history of Aaron Burr. 
The novelist, he says, can "attribute 
motive—something the conscientious 
historian or biographer ought never to 
do." Vidal thus tacitly admits that he lacks 
data to back up his iconoclastic historical 
theories. Yet any book that can so 
rejuvenate one's interest in history can't 
be all bad. 
MUSIC 
Airplane offshoots flying high 
Grace Slick 
by Gary Ragan '  '   '■" 
The Phosphorescent Rat 
Hot Tuna 
This group has always been the most 
musically-oriented and the least politically 
concerned of any of the offshots of the 
Jefferson Airplane. The personnel in the 
band has floated a bit, and their style has 
changed on each succeeding album from 
acoustic blues to electric boogie. But they 
always manage to put together a good 
collection of material which they perform 
very well. Their newest offering is no 
exception. 
CINEMA 
Stay up for 'Sleeper' 
by Horatio Schwartz 
Woody Allen's "Sleeper" is one of those 
surprising delights that so rarely occur in 
the cinema world — it is an entertaining 
and funny flick. 
Though many people claim they don't 
care for Allen's comedy style, it's ap- 
parently next to impossible not to laugh at 
his antics in this offering, judging from 
recent audience reaction. 
The plot, or a reasonable facsimile 
thereof, is typically Woody Allen: ugly guy 
meets lusicous girl, and after a series of 
unlikely events she is panting for his un- 
dersized body. Though many of Allen's 
films (he directs and stars in most of his 
works) do suffer from this form of 
stereotyping (particularly of women), 
sheer zaniness and ingenuity usually 
manage to overcome these stylistic flaws. 
Because Allen satirizes everyone, in- 
cluding himself, it's possible to stomach 
the blantantly stock situations he often 
relies on. And perhaps it is because Allen 
relies on such overly familiar cir- 
cumstances that a large audience can 
appreciate and identify with his films. 
Basically, "Sleeper" is an updated 
version of Rip Van Winkle — a health food 
store owner from Greenwich Village who 
plays the clarinet (i.e., a loser) enters a 
hospital for a routine operation. Through a 
series of mishaps (of course) he somehow 
awakes in the year 2173. 
The society that Allen projects is 
chillingly believable with its sophisticated 
"big brother" overtones. The architecture 
and artifacts, especially designed for the 
film, reflect a well-ordered world where 
obviously some schmuck named Miles 
Monroe, a throwback to 1973, will hardly 
fit in. 
Monroe, unwittingly a threat to "the 
Great Leader," goes into exile disguised 
continued on page 10 
The band is now down to a trio of Jack 
Casady on bass, Jorma Kaukonen on 
guitar, and Sammy Piazza on drums 
(fiddler Papa John Creach having gone off 
on his own). With the head start that their 
membership gives them. Hot Tuna has to 
turn out some good stuff. Jack Cadady is 
one of the most talented bass players 
around, and Jorma and Sammy are a good 
bit more than competent in their 
respective fields. 
Add to this talent the fact that Jack and 
Jorma have played together for many, 
many moons and you have a partial ex- 
planation for their cohesive playing. When 
there are only three people playing, each 
one has to work all the appropriate parts of 
his anatomy off to produce a full sound, 
and here the boys in the band show you 
how it's done. The music flows in exciting 
passages, rising high on Jack's soaring 
bass and then crashing down with all the 
power Jorma's guitar has, or it can be 
gently mellow and serene. On several 
songs they are aided by artful overdubbing 
of the guitar parts and by a good-sized 
stinged accompaniment. 
Their style of music has changed again. 
There is less carefree, all-out boogie 
(approximately none, in fact) and more 
emphasis placed on controlled, dynamic 
compositions. Even the lyrics show a new 
musical maturity. 
The band has always had a certain 
charm in addition to talent, and now they 
seem to have picked up a large amount of 
self-respect. The Phosphoresent Rat is 
illustrative of an encouraging trend finally 
beginning to emerge from the popular 
scene—that of injecting rock with a stiff 
dose of seriousness. It's a good record, one 




I don't quite know what to make of this 
record, but it's pretty good. That lame 
statement doesn't sound like a resounding 
recommendation, and it isn't exactly. But 
it's hard to decide if an album was suc- 
cessful in achieving its end if you can't 
figure out what that end was. This is 
supposedly the soundtrack to a movie, 
Manhole, but I haven't even heard of it, 
must less seen it, so I am at a distinct 
disadvantage. However, several con- 
clusions can be reached simply by 
listening in blissful ignorance. 
For one thing, this has to be the most 
attractive thing the Slick-Kantner arm of 
the Jefferson Airplane family has done. 
The album is brilliantly produced and 
engineered to give the best sound since 
Felix Pappalardi's work with Mountain. 
The music is well-constructed and 
features some very good orchestral 
arrangements. Through the entire album 
Grace's voice, the voice that led the acid- 
rock revolution, runs and dances with all 
the power and feeling it ever had. Most of 
the first side is taken up by the Manhole 
theme a 15-minute discourse by Grace in 
Spanish and English, backed by the fine 
sound already mentioned. The style is 
vaguely late Airplane, especially the vocal 
harmonies, but with a more rich, tasteful 
texture to it. Grace seems to pack more 
emotion into her voice than she has lately. 
The musical accompaniment is 
characteristic of this branch of the Air- 
plane. Present at one time or another are 
Grace, Paul Kantner, David Freiberg, 
Alex Taylor, Jack Casady, Johnny Bar- 
bata, Peter Kaukoen, David Crosby, and 
about 70 or so other musicians. 
Again, the album's reason for creation 
seems a bit muddled, and there isn't a 
great deal of continuity between some of 
the songs. But it's an interesting ex- 
periment, and if you are-were an Airplane 
fan or devotee of the Jefferson Starship 
syndrome, you'd probably enjoy going out 
and getting into a Manhole. 
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Senators make strong Presidential contenders 
by Marilyn Thompson 
Because of basic changes in the nature of Congress and 
a "shift of public attention to Washington," senators are 
now the strongest contenders for presidential 
nominations, according to Robert Peabody. 
Peabody, a Johns Hopkins University history professor 
and specialist in the U. S. Congress, said during a "Future 
of the American Presidency" lecture Thursday that the 
senate has only recently become an "incubator for 
presidential candidates." In the past, he said, governors 
and federal officials were more likely to be chosen as 
candidates, and Congress was "much less important as a 
stepping stone to the presidency." 
The current pattern of "senatorial dominance" can be 
attributed primarily to startling changes in Congressional 
make-up that have taken place since 1950, Peabody ex- 
plained. 
"The senate, as most of you know it, is far different in 
the 1970's than it was in the 1950's," Peabody noted. He 
said the senate of 20 years ago was an "instinctively 
conservative body, run by its senior members," a place 
where newly-elected members were expected to go 
through an extended period of apprenticeship before 
assuming real responsibility. 
Today, however, the senate has taken on a different 
character, Peabody noted. There has been a tremendous 
increase in the activity of junior senators, he said, and 
consequently the old senatorial hierarchy and domination 
by committee chairmen has for the most part disap- 
peared. 
"A senator comes in today and may be up and speaking 
on opening day," the professor claimed. He also noted 
that since the 1960's the senate has become more liberal, 
with a "large class of people like Senator Edmund 
Muskie" holding influential posts. 
Another important change in Congress is the 
"proliferation of subcommittees," Peabody stated. 
Immediately, junior senators are given a "focal point," 
an area of concentration, a place to make their name 
known, he said. 
Peabody claimed that former majority leader Lyndon 
B. Johnson played an important role in changing the 
senate by "taking away power from committee chairmen 
and giving freshmen senators good committee ap- 
pointments." 
While senators have continually gained national 
prominence in recent years, governors (the traditional 
forerunners in presidential races) have been plagued by 
poor public images, Peabody commented. Except in the 
more populous states like New York and California, 
governors have rarely attracted national attention and 
have trouble obtaining any media coverage except "in the 
state or local press," he pointed out. 
Peabody claimed that governors are "bedeviled by 
their relatively short terms in office." Limited to one or 
two four-year terms, governors suffer from a definite 
disadvantage in tenure over senators, and as a result have 
trouble building up the political base needed in a 
presidential race. He contended that governors have 
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concentrated almost exclusively on state issues, while 
senators have publicly expounded their views on im- 
portant national matters. 
Stressing that governors have not always lacked 
national political support, Peabody pointed out that from 
1866 to 1956 around 40 per cent of all presidential con- 
tenders were former governors. However, Peabody said 
that during this period the presidency was mainly an 
administrative post, an office in which governors, with 
their state administrative experiences, were ideal. 
In addition, governors formerly had an advantage over 
senators because of their campaign experience. 
Since senators were not elected by a direct vote of the 
people until 1914, they have lacked, until recently, 
knowledge about campaign procedures, Peabody pointed 
out. 
Although Peabody admitted that the race for 
presidential nominations has become more or less a 
"senatorial ballgame," he stressed it is not impossible for 
governors to become serious presidential contenders. He 
mentioned Gov. George Wallace who "did well in '68 and 
seemingly better in 72" as a prime example. 
Peabody  contended  that  the pattern of  senatorial 
dominance may be "a reinforcing pattern in itself" and 
that if a governor could ever win the presidency, the 
pattern might begin to break down. 
"If the Republicans nominate Reagan or Rockefeller in 
1976 and they win, it might begin to break down this 
senatorial pattern," Peabody said. He also explained that 
increased gubernatorial tenure may have a big effect on 
helping governors build up necessary support to win 
nominations. 
One important trend noticeable since 1956, Peabody 
pointed out, is the frequency with which incumbent vice 
presidents secure nominations and even win presidential 
elections. For example, he said that Vice President 
Gerald Ford is currently the top contender the Republican 
nomination and could easily "lock it up" if he decides to 
run. 
In addition, Peabody commented on the "altered nature 
of pre-convention campaigns." He said that there has 
been "an increase in popular influence over the 
nominations," particularly through presidential 
primaries. Primaries, Peabody maintained, have given 
the nominating power to the public rather than to "party 
bigwigs." As a result, nominating conventions since 1956 
have served merely as "a ratification of a decision 
already made" as to who will run for office. 
Predicting his own "scenario" for the 1976 presidential 
race, Peabody said he sees a battle between Vice 
President Ford and Sen. Edward Kennedy. 
Although Kennedy would have no trouble securing the 
Democratic nomination because of "his loyal core of 
supporters," Peabody said that the senator might have a 
more difficult time in the general, election. Because of 
Kennedy's reputation as a liberal, he might have trouble 
gaining support from conservative independents or 
disgruntled Republicans, Peabody maintained. 
He claimed that Sen. Henry Jackson might be a more 
acceptable candidate to some voters, but that the senator 
lacks Kennedy's "charisma" and ability to project well on 
national television. 
On the other hand, Peabody contended that Ford, if 
elected, would have a "good stabilizing influence" on the 
nation, although he would probably be much like former 
Pres. Dwight Eisenhower in his relations with Congress. 
However, Peabody insisted such a relationship with 
Congress might be healthy, since it "is good to have a 
period when Congress can restore its powers." 
Although Peabody predicted that Ford, like Kennedy, 
could win his party's nomination with ease, he said that 
the vice president might also have a struggle in the 
general election. 
He mentioned that Ford might suffer to a degree from 
the "taint from Watergate," although the vice president 
has been commended for his admirable integrity. 
Mentioning Ford's recent public support of Pres. 
Richard Nixon's behavior in office, Peabody maintained, 
"Ford's problem will be whether he can walk the 
tightrope between being the president's vice president 
and yet not defending him wholesale." 
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PINBALL AND FLIPPER 
FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT 
TUESDAY 7:00 P.M. 
NEW!— DHAFT BEER TO GO 
Old Mil' Draff 2S* 
Sehllh Light & 
Dark 40 Oz. Cartons . . . '1.00 
 '29.00 
STUDENT ID. REQUIRED 
THE ATTIC 
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Dorm contract changes 
continued from page 2 
agreed-upon plan." The purpose was not 
realized, however. 
"Delony and Lomax presented a plan 
involving retention of the sign-in policy 
because it looks good on paper," Kelley 
claimed. Visitation hours were extended 
and signing in to go to the back lobby in 
women's high rise dormitories was also 
added. 
Kelley noted that student representa- 
tives, with the exception of Lovelace, 
"considered the security method not good 
enough and as infringing upon those who 
do obey the rules." Lovelace, a 
representative of west campus coeds, 
thought the present plan of security was 
adequate for west campus but saw that the 
case was different for east campus. 
In further debate in the subcommittee, 
the possibility of moving the front desk in 
the  high   rises   to   the   vicinity   of   the 
elevators was brought up. This alteration 
would allow desk girls to see if any males 
went upstairs unescorted. 
Concerning the situation of east and west 
campuses, Kelley believes the two must be 
considered as two completely different 
campuses. She added that the Clemson 
House with its many entrances must also 
be considered separately. 
Finally admitting that the current 
means of security are not really adequate, 
the administrative representatives 
revealed, however, that these means "do 
make the Trustees and parents feel good," 
according to Kelley. 
No vote was taken on the matter, and 
Kelley does not believe one will be. 
However, the decision of the ad- 
ministrative representatives has been 
accepted in the residence halls contract as 
regulation. 
Another change in the residence halls 
contract  which  was questioned  in  the 
Holmes chosen as   trustee 
by Eileen Moore  
In what began as a controversial elec- 
tion, Lewis F. Holmes defeated incumbent 
Alex M. Quattlebaum for a position in the 
University Board of Trustees. 
A peach farmer from Johnston, Holmes, 
in an article from the Greenville News, 
commented, "I think new blood on any 
board will help. If you don't have it, you 
get stagnant." 
Holmes added, "I ran against an in- 
cumbent and was elected for a four year 
term. Right now, I could not comment on 
any plans concerning Clemson. I must 
familiarize myself with the situation at 
Clemson before I will be able to form any 
plans." 
Holmes was elected by the South 
Carolina legislature for a four-year term 
and automatically becomes a voting 
member of the board. 
Controversy surrounding Holmes' 
election included the fact that former state 
Senator Edgar Brown endorsed Quat- 
tlebaum for the position in a letter written 
to the legislature. In addition, reports 
indicated that administrative support was 
given to the incumbent. 
The General Assembly convened on 
Wednesday morning and by noon had 
finished the voting. Quattlebaum was 
defeated by a narrow margin, ending his 
16 years of service to Clemson. 
Holmes could not be considered a 
newcomer to trustee elections as he was 
defeated last year in a race against D. 
Leslie Tindal of Pinewood. Both were 
battling for the position left vacant by L. 
D. Holmes of Johnston, Lewis Holmes' 
uncle. 
Holmes said, "I have received no 
notification of the date of the next board 
meeting." He added that until he could 
learn of Clemson's needs, he could make 
no comment on any plans for the future. 
Holmes attended Clemson and 
graduated in 1947 with a B.S. degree in 
agronomy. He has been serving as 
president of IPTAY since 1972. 
If you Ye rolling cigarettes 
like you've got 5 thumbs, 
we'll give you a hand. 
No more feeling like 
a rude clumsy oaf. 
No more sticking 
together 2 papers 
and hoping that 
while  you're rolling 
they don't split 
open again. With e-z wide 
you can roll a   fine 
smoke every single time. 
e-z wider: 
We're the original high 
, quality, slow burning 
p_     ~~—■*^_ /      paper of double width. 
Try e-z wider papers  They're 
big enough so you only lick once. 
double width paper. 
btrl  buflon  atlOCiaUl,  lid. 
137 east ISA •!. 
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Student Senate meeting Monday night 
concerns the right of the University to 
evict from the dormitory a student who 
does not conform to the regulations set 
forth in the student handbook or in the 
contract. 
The clause in the contract states that 
"The University reserves the right to 
refuse admission or readmission to 
residence halls or to cancel the contract 
during the academic year for the student's 
failure to meet University requirements, 
policies or regulations." Lomax explained 
that the only alteration made to this clause 
was that "In such cases the student will 
receive no refund of pre-paid rent." 
Lomax added that this ultimatum would 
only be carried out in "extreme cases, 
when a student habitually violates the 
standards of the regulations. We can't let 
one student infringe upon the rights of 
others." He noted that to the best of his 
knowledge, no student had ever been 
evicted, at least not within the past four 
years. 
One concern of the senate on this 
question was that the Administration could 
evict a student without going through 
student courts. Lomax commented that 
the procedure has always been as such. 
Other than the change in visitation 
regulations, Lomax claimed that there had 
not been many major changes made in the 
residence halls contract. However, "The 
administrative policies pertaining to 
residence halls listed in the student hand- 
book will be in the contract for the purpose 
of consolidating the regulations for the 
convenience of the student in reading 
them. 
"We couldn't always depend upon a new 
student knowing the regulations before 
signing the contract because he hadn't yet 
received a student handbook. But now he 
will know his responsibilities when he 
makes application for housing," Lomax 
continued. 
One administrative change includes the 
responsibility for communal property, 
Lomax explained. Such property includes 
hallways and restrooms. "The new con- 
tract states that the hall will have to bear 
the cost of the damages rather than all 
campus residents." 
The cooking policy also has been altered. 
Lomax explained that "The possession of 
appliances other than thermostatically 
controlled coffee perculators will result in 
the student having to pay a $25 fine. We 
have to make sure there are no fire 
hazards in the rooms. This no-cooking 
policy has always been the policy, but it 
has been difficult to enforce." He noted 
that the purpose of this policy is to insure 
safety and adequate sanitation. 
fn other areas, Lomax noted, the wor- 
ding of certain clauses has been clarified. 
"It is necessary and important for 
residents to read the contract," he 
stressed. Therefore, "Samples of the new 
contract will be distributed at least one 
week before the room change assignment 
period." 
Also concerning residence halls but not 
in the contract is the change in the priority 
of room assignment. The priority for the 
upcoming academic year, Lomax ex- 
plained, will be according to whether or 
not a student has chosen a roommate and 
according to class. Those who have chosen 
a roommate will have priority over those 
who have not. 
"Number-one priority goes to graduate 
students who have chosen a roommate 
who is also a graduate student. Next will 
be graduate students with rising senior 
roommate choices." The system continues 
on this basis. Obviously the class of the 
roommate will have a bearing on priority. 
Lomax's explanation for the adoption of 
this policy is "we can't select a roommate 
for you as well as you can yourself." 
The Residence Halls Office will Degm 
accepting room reservation applications 
for the academic year 1974-1975 on Feb. 25. 
An advance payment of $75 is required 
when applications are submitted. 
However, bills or notices concerning this 
payment will not be mailed to parents or 
guardians. 
Complete information including 
schedules for submitting applications, 
priorities to be followed and rooms 
available will be distributed on campus 
within the next few weeks. Off-campus 
students may pick up this information at 
the Residence Halls Office at that time. 
College Girls and Guys 
$9 A A   or more per week 
£HU       the Non-Job 
for those who like to split for the Spring 
WE ARE HIRING a limited number of college 
students continually throughout the spring for 
our right-on PR program. 
This is a fun Program! 
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Four functions plus 
reciprocals, squares, 
square roots. Scientific 
notation gives range of 
10.99 to 10-99. Recharges in 
only 3 hrs. Case, charger 
incl. 
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As of Jan. 1, the grades of 
"WP" (Withdrew Passing) and 
"WF" (Withdrew Failing) have 
been eliminated and are being 
substituted with "W" (With- 
drew). Under the new system, a 
student withdrawing from a 
course prior to the last five weeks 
of classes will have no credit 
hours recorded. A student 
enrolled during any part of the 
last five weeks of classes will 
have final grades recorded. 
Withdrawal from the 
University follows the same 
guidelines. 
Due to these changes, some 
deadlines have also been altered. 
March 15 will be the last day for 
an undergraduate to drop a 
subject and the last day for an 
undergraduate to withdraw from 
the University without having 
final grades recorded. 
April 5 will be the last day for 
graduate students to drop a 
subject; however a WP or WF 
will be awarded from Feb. 7 
through April 5. The last day for 
graduate students to withdraw 
from the University without 
having final grades recorded will 
also be April 5. 
Graduate students are still 
subject to the academic 
regulations and calendar as 
stated in current graduate school 
and University catalogs. 
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Rivers assumes presidency 
John Rivers, President-elect of the Student 
Senate, took the oath of office Monday night. 
Rivers succeeds Bill Findley, who concluded 
his term by saying, "Because the Student 
Government's Constitutional Convention gave 
the senate more power than it gave the other 
branches of Student Government, the senate now 
has means of influence on this campus that can 
far exceed your expectations." 
In legislative action, the senate approved a 
resolution by Frank Young that would help 
alleviate   the   morning   traffic   problem   on 
Perimeter Road. According to the resolution, 
the barricades on South Palmetto Blvd. would be 
replaced with pedestrian crosswalks. 
Copies of the resolution were sent to all per- 
tinent University officials for consideration. 
Two other resolutions were introduced, one to 
improve the commuter student footpath near 
Lee Hall and another to organize a committee 
that will study the feasibility of replacing the 
present fire-alarm system. 
Both resolutions were approved and passed on 
to University officials for further debate. 
Railroad club on right track 
by Tommy Evatt. 
Railroading is again a pastime 
at Qemson — that is with the help 
of the recently organized 
Clemson Railroad Club. 
The club had a semi-official 
start almost a year ago when 
William Pippin, instructor in 
history and an admitted railroad 
buff, thought of organizing a club 
in the interests of all facets of 
railroading. At an initial meeting 
in September, Richard Saunders, 
assistant professor of history, 
presented a program on 
Canadian Railroads to about 30 
interested people. In November 
of the same year another 
program was held. "It was then I 
decided to try to make the club a 
campus organization," said 
Pippin. 
"It's going to be an 
organization for anyone in- 
terested in railroading—model 
railroading included—and we'll 
present what we hope will be 
topics of student and public in- 
terest. We're planning on 
showing films concerning the 
railroads, studying different 
types of cars and locomotives, 
and having discussions on the 
role of the railroad in today's 
auto-dependent society. Some 
topics which should stir some 
interest include 'the railroad and 
the energy crisis' and the 
possible nationalization of 
railroads." 
Pippin hopes the new club will 
attract townspeople as well as 
students. "People who grew up in 
the era of the steam locomotive 
might feel a desire to join us; 
there is an aura of romanticism 
and nostalgia of that particular 
time," he said. 
Pippin's intense interest in 
railroading stems from the fact 
that he is a fifth generation 
member of a southern Georgia 
railroad family. His great-great 
grandfather founded the Georgia 
Northern Railroad. Although the 
company is now a division of the 
mammoth Southern System, 
Pippin remains a perpetual 
follower of the short line's 
progress. 
Pippin also revealed some 
interesting facts concerning 
Clemson's location on Southern's 
principal north-south line. For 
instance, if one wishes, he may 
purchase a round-trip ticket to 
Atlanta, leave Clemson at 6:34 
a.m. and arrive in Atlanta at 
,8:30 a.m. after spending the day 
in Atlanta he can board the train 
at 7 p.m. and be back in Clemson 
a little after 9 p.m.—all at a 
ridiculously low price. If one 
wanted to stay in Atlanta for the 
night—party some in 
Underground—he may elect to 
leave Atlanta at 7 a.m. the next 
morning and arrive in Clemson 
by 9:10 a.m. 
University railroad buffs may 
find the new Clemson Railroad 
Club a diverting alternative. 
Interested persons may receive 
more information by contacting 
Pippin's office in Hardin Hall. 
RIVERS 
A.   C.   DUPONT       MONROE      WAGNER 
DAN BAKER AUTOMOTIVE 
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Wholesale and Retail Sales 
BEST DAM PARTS IN TOWN 
AUTO PARTS AND ACCESSORIES 
24-HOUR WRECKER SERVICE 
SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNTS 
100 Old Stone Church Rd., Clemson, S.C. 
Phone 654-5807 




SPARE TIME BUSINESS 
Own your own profitable vending business. $200 to $600 
monthly earnings possible in your spare time (day or eve.). 
NO SELLING. If selected, you will be servicing company 
established locations. 
OUR COMPANY IS A SUPPLIER OF 
NABISCO SNACK ITEMS. 
REQUIREMENTS: $1,000 to $5,000 CASH INVESTMENT, 
(secured by machines and merchandise) 
good character, dependable auto, and 6 to 9 spare hours 
weekly. Income starts immediately! We supply product, 
machines, locations, expansion financing, buy back option, 
and professional guidance. If you are sincerely interested 
in applying for this genuine opportunity toward financial 
success, please call or write (include phone number) for per- 
sonal interview in your area to: 
MR. ROBERT L. ANDERSON 
WORLD INDUSTRIES INC. 
Executive Suite 303 
1919 East 52nd. Street • 
Indianapolis. Indiana 46205 
Telephone (317) 257-5767 
M. BROCKMAN JEWELER 
Oconee Square 
Seneca, S. C. 
AUTHORIZED KEEPSAKE DIAMOND DEALER 
ENGRAVING   ON   PREMISES 
GREEK   ALPHABET   AVAILABLE 
Phone   882-6812 
Pleasanthill Baptist Church 
BUS SERVICE 
from Loggia, Schiletter, and Clemson House 
at 9:30-9:45 a.m. 
for Sunday Morning Service 
Coffee and Doughnuts Served at Church 
Special Class for Students 
PLEASANTHILL BAPTIST 
CHURCH 
Rt. 1 Central on Six Mile Highway 





D&g cycle shop 654-4939 clemson 
Send the FTD 
LoveBundle and the 
Extra Touch of 
Joie de Fleur perfume. 
When she's there 
and you're here 
and it's Valentine's Day, 
send her the FTD 
LoveBundle Bouquet 
—tender blossoms 
and a satin 
heart sachet with a 
capsule of FTD's 
exclusive new 
perfume, Joie de'i. 
Fleur. Call or visit your 
FTD Florist today. He can 
send your flowers across the 
street or across the country. 
Usually available for less than 
As an independent businessman, each 
FTD Member Florist sets his own prices. 
©1974 Florists'Transworld Delivery Association. "Your Extra Touch Florist 
Bose  Advent  JBL  Marantz  Harman Kardon   Pioneer 
THE MUSIC MACHINE! 
KNOWS EXACTLY 
HAT A COED NEEDSl 
For thrifty coeds the Music Machine offers the Pioneer 
8 track stereo tape deck-receiver, 2 Pioneer acoustic 
suspension speakers and choice of an 8 track car stereo 
and speakers or a Garrard record changer. 
Now for only $195 
MUSIC MACHINE 
Clemson Blvd. (at By-pass 28)   PH 224-2562 
Sony Superscope   Koss    Sennheiser PE   Heiser 
letters 
One, two, three, 
four windows 
One, two, three, four windows 
there are 
; they told me yes 
terday that I ching 
the transcendental and the 
(voices of the spheres, too, 
I don't doubt) 
were evil, occult, yea, seething 
tendrils 




Somewhere there is a chord: 
the sky floats above us 
and-among us; 
and there is 
more 
than one: word 
I  see  you  eating  with  your 
fingers, you 




Polls around the country show 
it. It's evident in everyday 
conversations. There's a growing 
feeling that President Nixon 
should be impeached. 
Surely Clemson is not so far 
behind that there is no feeling for 
impeachment here. How about a 
rally? How about some letters to 
the Tiger? How about some 
action? 
It's time for Clemson to move 
for impeachment. 
Name withheld by request 
the tiger 
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Seneca Rd. Phone 654-5120 
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Regarding Dr. Berkowitz's 
speech of last week: I was per- 
sonally insulted by the fact that 
someone informed Dr. Berkowitz 
that our illustrious basketball 
team had a game Wednesday 
night and that he had to hurry to 
finish his speech. I am not sure 
whether his repetition of the fact 
(3 times) meant that he felt 
aggressive toward the whole 
Clemson audience or just toward 
the person who told him to hurry 
and finish. 
At any rate, if he was offended, 
he certainly supported his own 




The Tiger welcomes letters 
from members of the University 
community and other interested 
persons. 
Letters should include the 
writer's name, address and 
telephone number. This in- 
formation will be withheld upon 
request 
Letters to The Tiger should be 
typed (triple-spaced) if possible. 
The editors reserve the right to 
edit or withhold from publication 
letters longer than 250 words. 
Correction: The Tiger wishes 
to correct an inaccuracy in last 
week's Dallas Symphony review. 
The reviewer, Preston L. Pitt- 
man, wishes to point out that his 
criticisms were for the selections 
in the program and not for the 
symphony orchestra's per- 
formance of those selections. 
Another point which should be 





ROAD   SERVICE 
Students Welcome! 
Complete Automotive Service 
WHEEL  BALANCING  WITH  HUNTER  EQUIPMENT 
AUTO  AIR  CONDITIONING  SERVICE — 
AUTO TUNE-UPS — BRAKE  SERVICE 
MUFFLER 8. TAILPIPE WORK 
SPRINGS & BEARINGS WORK 
AUTO  ELECTRIC   SERVICE   &  REPAIR 
STARTERS   •    REGULATORS   •    GENERATORS 
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AUTHORIZED  INSPECTION  STATION... 
the tiger editorials 
Historic step 
This week the U.S. House of Representatives 
took an historic step, the significance of which 
may not even now be completely understood. In 
a vote of 410 to 4, representatives voted over- 
whelmingly to give the House Judiciary Com- 
mittee full subpoena powers—up to and in- 
cluding the power to subpoena the President 
himself. 
Through House authorization of a full-scale 
investigation, the machinery of Presidential 
impeachment was set in motion for the second 
time in the history of the United States. The 
action cannot be taken lightly. 
The move indicates that Congressional 
representatives, both Democratic and 
Republican, are serious not only about the in- 
vestigation, but also about the possibility of 
impeachment. 
The vote may also be interpreted as a good 
indication of the sentiment of the American 
people. Representatives who have their eyes on 
upcoming elections are especially likely to 
reflect upon the wishes of their constituents 
before casting their votes. 
Of course, a change in public sentiment could 
alter the course of possible impeachment 
proceedings. But this week's vote would seem to 
indicate mat the representatives are very much 
aware of recent polls which report that a 
majority of the public wants Nixon out of office. 
And unless public sentiment does change, 
Nixon may find himself in for a difficult battle- 
one which he may very well lose. 
\h fine 
Last September a petition requesting that 
married students in University housing be 
allowed to own pets was presented to Jack 
Young, associate director of housing, and Henry 
Hill, director of auxiliary services. Signed by a 
majority of the married students on campus, the 
petition was passed on to the University 
Executive Council within a few days. It has 
remained with the council since that time, but 
has yet to be considered. 
While a hasty decision by the council would be 
most unfortunate, the absence of any decision by 
that body is also detrimental. Married students 
have been left in a state of limbo—uncertain 
when or if their request will receive a simple 
hearing. Supporters of the petition presented 
their request in an orderly manner, went through 
the proper channels and are now being ignored. 
That's hardly incentive to work within the 
svstem. 
" Not that defying established procedures would 
have been the way to obtain permission to have 
pets in married student housing. But that method 
would no doubt have received more attention 
and, in all probability, an earlier consideration 
of the matter. 
This is not to suggest that all other University 
business should be disregarded until the pet 
situation is solved. However, if consideration of 
other matters was postponed for such a length of 
time, University business would come to a 
standstill. 
The married students' request for pets has 
been put off long enough. It's time for the matter 
to be decided. „ 
nancy qnalls 
Rainy days and Wednesdays 
The world is so full of a number 
of things, 
I'm sure we should all be as 
happy as kings. 
— Robert Louis Stevenson 
Thoughts of a wet Wednesday 
morning, upon finding a 
possum trapped in a garbage 
can 
I walked up the alleyway in the 
rain to school this morning. As I 
passed theHoack entrance of an 
apartment building, where a 
dozen garbage cans cf assorted 
shapes and vintages are always 
displayed, a metallic scratch, 
scratch-scratch caught my ear. 
Surely some bird wasn't trying to 
build a nest in one of the garbage 
cans! Curious, I walked back, 
and picking off the lid, inverted 
on top of the can, I saw a small 
possum standing on his hind legs, 
futilely trying to climb up the 
galvanized insides of the can. 
Peering in at his pink nose, 
glazed, beady eyes and little pink 
toes, I realized that if he had been 
in that water all night, his hin- 
dquarters were perhaps nearly 
frozen. Still, I kicked at the 
bottom of the can and even rolled 
it back and forth. The pitiful 
possum rolled inside like a dead 
weight. 
I left the can on its side and 
walked on to school, thinking 
there was nothing I could really 
do for the possum. Only the 
strong survive. It seemed to 
begin to rain harder. 
Walking in the rain can bring 
unconscious thoughts to con- 
templation   and   lend   to   past 
memories a vivid sense of now. I 
began to remember two years 
ago in Bombay, walking down the 
sidewalk just a little past mid- 
night. I had heard a scratch, 
scratch, then also. Not a metallic, 
animal-like scratching, but an 
abrasive, shuffle-like sound, as 
Driftwood 
by George A. Smith 
though someone were dragging a 
heavy cardboard box over 
concrete. And then I saw, coming 
toward me from up the dark, 
filthy sidewalk, a man sliding 
literally on his knees. He had no 
feet, but his legs had become feet, 
and his knees had become ankles. 
Walking on his legs as though 
they were pieces of lumber, he 
appeared for all the world as 
someone attired in snow skis. 
Shuffling past me along the 
sidewalk, making that haunting, 
swishing sound I so well 
remember, he stood under four 
feet high and seemed almost a 
creature of the gutter. 
As with the possum, I left him 
and went my way. 
Continuing my melancholy 
trudge towards campus, another 
image reared its ugly head, 
questing to gain my un- 
comfortable attention... 
I was standing outside a 
restaurant in Paris, a summer 
evening now seven years ago. 
And again I remember the tiny 
rattle of garbage cans. Peering 
down the side alleyway towards 
the kitchen in the rear, I was 
aware of two large, old men, 
dressed in shabby dark clothes. 
They had their hands in the 
garbage cans, pulling up globs of 
gooey food and stuffing it down 
their throats with an apparent 
sense — not of distaste — but of 
enjoyment. It was the first time I 
had ever seen really poor white 
people. 
And my most lingering 
memory is not that I saw them 
eating garbage, but that they 
seemed to be pleased with their 
find. I had perhaps enjoyed the 
same food inside that swanky 
restaurant. 
But my rainy morning walk 
and moody wanderings must now 
end: I entered Hardin Hall and 
resumed my study of the history 
of England. 
Later I walked home for lunch. 
Still it was raining. The garbage 
can, when I came upon it, was 
still lying on its side as I had left 
it in the morning. I thought of the 
half-frozen possum I had left 
there. Would he be dead? Or still 
lying there, with open eyes, in a 
state of helplessness? 
Entering the driveway, I 
stooped down and peered into .the 
garbage can. 
He was gone. 
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Qn campus 
Egg art show 
to be held 
Eggs are for more than scrambling. In 
fact, eggs can inspire art. 
Skeptics who doubt this can find proof at 
the 1974 Egg and Art Show which is 
scheduled for April 11-14 in the Food 
Science Building at Clemson University, 
The show is jointly sponsored by the 
poultry science department, poultry 
Science Club, P.oultry improvement 
Association and the S. C. Commercial Egg 
Council. 
Adults and students of all ages are 
eligible to enter the exhibition and win 
prizes ranging from $5 to $25 given in the 
various categories and age groups. 
All work submitted must be an original 
effort of the artist and must contain one or 
more natural, painted, sculptured or 
manufactured eggs or feathers. 
Dr. B. D. Barnett, head of the poultry 
science department at Clemson, says 
"Both graphic and three dimensional art is 
acceptable. Graphics include paintings, 
drawings, colleages, egg shell mosaics and 
others. Three-dimensional entries include 
decorated egg assemblages, mobiles, clay 






MAIL YOUR CHECK: 
CARE-NEW run. m IOOIS M MU OFFICES 
Graphic art may be any size, according 
to Barnett, but three dimensional pieces 
must fit table space measuring 24 by 36 
inches. 
Application blanks for space at the 
exhibition must be submitted by April 8. 




A $300 scholarship, available to an un- 
dergraduate woman, will be presented by 
the Clemson chapter of Delta Delta Delta 
sorority. 
All full-time undergraduate women are 
eligible to apply. Applicants should be 
well-qualified students, showing promise 
of valuable service in their chosen fields. 
Academic record, contribution to campus 
life and financial need will be considered 
in selecting the scholarship winner. 
All local winners in the colleges or 
universities where there are Delta Delta 
Delta chapters will automatically be 
eligible for one of the $1,000 awards to be 
made by the sorority's national service 
projects fund. 
Application forms are available from 
Dean Susan Delony's office or from the 
service projects chairperson of the Delta 
Delta Delta chapter on campus. Com- 




The Clemson Players' production of 
"Angel Street," a play by Patrick 
Hamilton, will be performed February 14, 
15, 16, 21, 22 and 23 in Daniel Hall 
Auditorium at 8 p.m. Admission is free. 
The Victorian thriller stars Lib Riggs as 
Mrs. Manningham, Joel Kravitz as Mr. 
Manningham and George Ralph Marett as 
Rough. Elizabeth and Nancy are played by 
Cathy McFee and Happy Duncan. Dr. A. J. 
Fear will direct the production. 
Computer 
roommates 
(CPS)—A study conducted at West 
Virginia Institute of Technology indicates 
college roommates who are matched by 
computer for compatibility earn 
significantly higher grades than those 
selected at random to live together. 
The study, conducted by David D. 
Mclntire, used a study group of 20 
roommate pairs of men, 20 roommate 
pairs of women, and a large control group 
of roommates assigned by random for 
comparison. Mclntire asked a wide 
sample of questions dealing with such 
factors as family income, race, IQ, 
educational  major   and  extracurricular 
interests to determine which factors best 
predicted roommate compatibility. 
Mclntire discovered that for both men 
and women, the single most important 
factor in determining roommate com- 
patibility was the similarity of their stage 
of academic development. This would 
indicate that roommate pairs of students 
who entered college in different years 
would tend to be less compatible than two 
roommates who were in the same 
academic year. 
For men, the second most important 
factor in compatibility was the similarity 
of the two roommates' views on drinking. 
For women, it was attitudes toward 
smoking, although the survey questions 
made no distinction between cigarettes 
and marijuana. Another major factor 
aiding compatibility among women was 
coming to college from high schools of 
similar size. 
According to the study, the grade-point 
average increase attributed to roommate 
compatibility was one-third of a point for 
men and one-fourth of a point for women. 
Mclntire speculated that this was due to 
the fact that students spend more time in 
their dormitories than they do in the 
classroom. 
' Sleeper' 
continued from page 4 
as an android butler. When his owner 
decides to have his head removed for 
"aesthetic reasons," his cover is broken 
and Luna (a spoiled excuse of a poetess) 
finds herself confronted with the dreaded 
"alien" and his many perversions. Luna 
(Diane Keaton) is especially appalled by 
Monroe's desire for manual sex and his 
desire to liberate society. 
buna and Monroe switch roles when she 
is left to survive in the wilderness and he is 
treated to an Orwellian brainwash, 
complete with a mechanized dog and an 
"orgasmatron." As Monroe is conditioned 
to society, however, his manual sexual 
instincts tend to get him in trouble, and the 
scene where he confesses into a slot- 
machine confessional is hilarious. 
Most of Allen's best material revolves 
around sex and he makes ample use of it in 
this film. One of his best ideas is built 
around an "orb"; well, at least Monroe 
gets his rocks off when he handles it. 
The film culminates with a plot to 
overthrow the government that hinges 
upon a certain vital part of the "Great 
Leader's" anatomy. The ultimate success 
of the plot is immaterial; Monroe's hit 
with Luna is a lot more impressive. 
To seriously analyze anything of Woody 
Allen's is probably impossible but to enjoy 
his sardonic lampoon of the future, as well 
as the present (via some good quickies 
about Tricky Dick, Watergate and Howard 
Cosell) is a snap. Whether or not one is a 
Woody Allen freak, "Sleeper" can keep a 
viewer awake and laughing. 
Patterson ■ Moore 
Realtors 
serving University housing needs since 1925. 
525 College Ave., Clemson 
654-5240 
WHERE 
THERE ARE HEARTS, 
THERE ARE FLOWERS. 
FOOTBALL, TENNIS, SOC- 
CER, BASKETBALL, BASE- 
BALL, GOLF, FRATERNITY 
WEAR and PERSONALIZED 
JERSEYS, all name brands 
such as WILSON, SPALDING, 
RAWLINGS, RIDDELL, 
CONVERSE, ADIDAS, PUMA, 
EVERLAST and  many  more. 
HARRIS 
SPORTING GOODS 
iiii,Ci.it»«iU mil «w» mn mw 
FTD LpveBundle™' 
with Joie de Fleur™perfume 
Hearts and flowers add 
up to the FTD 
LoveBundle. A beautiful 
bouquet of fresh flowers 
...with a surprise. 
A capsule of Joie de Fleur, 
FTD's exclusive new 
perfume. And we can 
send flowers to your 
Valentine girls across the 
street or across the 
country. Stop in or 
phone us today. But 
hurry! Don't be dis- 
appointed—send early! 
YOUR EXTRA TOUCH FLORIST 
IS       FLOWERS  &   GIFTS 
BOX  43 •  112  SLOAN   STREET 
CLEMSON.  SOUTH  CAROLINA 29631 
PHONE  654-3131 
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campus bulletin 
CAMPUS BULLETINS must be submitted 
no later than Tuesday, 9 p.m. No bulletins 
will be accepted after that deadline. 
DELTA DELTA DELTA will Offer a 
scholarship in the amount of $300 to a 
Clemson coed. Applications are available 
from Dean Delony's office or from Sal lie 
Culbertson in room 205, Smith Hall. All 
applications must be turned in by March 1. 
SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT OF 
MANAGEMENT will begin its tutoring 
service on Feb. 11, holding sessions every 
Monday from 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. in room 
102 of Sirrine Hall. Tutoring will be offered in 
accounting, economics and industrial 
management courses. 
DR. JACKSON S. LOVE will address the 
Clemson Unitarian Fellowship Sunday, 10:30 
a.m., YMCA Clubroom. His topic will be 
"How to Avoid Being Desperately Unhap- 
py." The public is invited. 
TRUSTEES MEDAL entries should be 
turned in to Mrs. Montgomery (805 Strode) 
or the English Office (101 Strode) by Friday. 
FORENSIC UNION eventers and debaters 
will meet Monday, 3:35, room 417, Daniel 
Hall. Final plans for the Florida State 
Tournament and preliminary plans for the 
Citadel trip will be made. Practice round at 4 
p.m. with Wright and Turner (neg) and 
Busch and Meier (aff). 
MODEL UNITED NATIONS delegate 
should check with Darlene Busch for a 
schedule of meetings. Research and com- 
mittee decisions will be made this week. 
PETITION are now being accepted tor the 
offices of president and vice-president of the 
student body and positions on the higher and 
lower courts. 
SKI CLUB will meet Monday, 8 p.m., room 
309, Daniel Hall. Race preparation and up- 
coming ski outings will be discussed along 
with the showing of a film. 
JAMES A. SWAN, director of the Pickens 
County Library System will address the 
Clemson chapter of the South Carolina 
Council for Human Rights Monday, 8 p.m., 
in the educational building of Fort Hill 
Presbyterian Church. 
WSBF PRESENTS "The Sound sof the 
Jesus People" each Sunday afternoon 1-3 
p.m. This week, "Rejoice in the Lord" by a 
collection of artists will be featured. 
MU BETA PSI is planning a spring 
musical extravaganza for April 16, in 
Tillman Auditorium. Auditions for the 
production will be held Feb. 21. Eight 
musical acts of different varieties are 
needed; student groups as well as individual 
students are invited to participate. Ac- 
companiment will be provided for singers or 
dancers if needed. The last day to sign up for 
audition is Feb. 18. Interested persons are 
asked to contact the music department office 
(617 Strode, 656-3043), Tony Stapleton (E- 
234,656-7360) or the music listening lab (109 
Daniel) for additional information. 
SIGMA TAU EPSILON offers free tutoring 
each Monday, 7-9 p.m. in 415 Daniel, for 
subjects taught in the College of Liberal Arts 
and the College of Physical, Mathematical 
and Biological Sciences. 







AMERICAN SOCIETY of Mechanical 
Engineers will hold a meeting Wednesday, 
12:20 p.m., room 300, Riggs Hall. All 
Mechanical Engineers are invited to attend. 
STUDENT UNION presents Friday: "A 
Thurber Carnival," 8 p.m., Tillman Hall. 
Admission; Free with I.D., $1 general 
public: Spriggs and Bringle Concert in the 
Gutter Coffeehouse; 9:30, 10:30 8. 11:30 p.m. 
Admission $.50. Saturday: Spriggs and 
Bringle Concert in the Gutter Coffeehouse; 
9:30, 10:30, 8. 11:30. Admission $.50. Sunday: 
Fine Arts Film: "Illicit Interlude and 
Captain Marvel no. 4" 8 p.m., YMCA 
Theatre, Free. Monday: Square Dance Short 
Course, Newman Hall 7:30 p.m.; Union Day 
on the Loggia, 12 p.m. through 4 p.m. 
Tuesday: First Aid Short Course, YMCA, 
7:30p.m.; Terry Dee's Rock and Roll Circus, 
8 p.m., Free with I.D. Wednesday— 
Saturday: ACUI Games at N.C. State. 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY Chorus hosts 
the visit of the Winthrop College Chorus in its 
concert on the Clemson University campus, 
Sunday night, February 10 at 8:00 p.m. in 
Tillman Auditorium. Winthrop Chorus, 
under the direction of Mr. Robert Edgerton, 
will present a varied program. The public is 
cordially invited to attend this concert free 
of charge. 
WHO CAN read, write, type, take pic- 
tures, draw, distribute papers, sell ads or 
answer the telephone? The TIGER needs 
people with a little time and a willingness to 
help. Experience is not necessary. In- 
terested persons should call 656-2150 or come 
by the TIGER office (ninth level, student 
center) Monday, 8 p.m. 
classifieds 
MEN!—WOMEN! Jobs on Ships! No 
experience required. Excellent pay. 
Worldwide travel. Perfect summer job or 
career. Send $3 for information. SEAFAX, 
Dept. 11-L P.O. Box 2049, Port Angeles, 
Washington 98962. 
FOR SALE: 1971 Honda 350. Call Jack at 
656-7385. 
INOUE lc-2F, two meter transciever, 10 
watts out. Also have 110 volts supply and 
antennas. Debate price. Call Fletch at 654- 
1551. 
DYNACO Pat 4 Pre-amp, Stereo 120 
power amp, Superex headphones. Will sell 
separate or together. Will debate price. Call 
Fletch at 6541551. 
FOR SALE: 1964 Chevorlet Impala, two 
door hardtop. Automatic transmission with 
283 cuhic inch enqine. Runs Good. See at No. 
12 College View Apartments or contact 
Dennis in C-224, PSA Building. $300. 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS: May 
Graduate. Ideal training. Progressive 
Company. Fine future. Benefits. Salary 
$11,000. Call Sarah at 226-6023 in Anderson at 
Snelling and Snelling. 
ELECTRICAL      ENGINEERS:      May 
Graduate. Company will train. Rewarding 
career. Challenging benefits. Salary $11,000. 
Call Sarah at 226-6023 at Snelling and 
Snellinq of Anderson. 
LOST: A Blue denim cap in the horseshoe 
between Byrnes Hall and Manning Hall on 
East Campus Sunday night. If found, please 
call Robin at 656-6707 or come by Byrnes 2B2. 
A reward is offered. 
FOR SALE OR RENT: Five room house, 
full bath and full basement. Just painted; 
washer and dryer connections. $9,000 or $90 
per month. Norris Cotton Mills village. 
Contact David A. Tinsley, Jr., Rt. 8, Box 245, 
Easley, S.C. or call 878-2768. 
TO BILL: (A special Valentine poem) 
There's turkeys in the trees 
Some hanging by their necks 
Some by their knees; 
You can hear them screeching, 
You can hear them freaking 
Get the turkeys. 
Get the turkeys. 
Get the turkeys in the trees. 
RWT and MWT 
WANTED: Claims representative. Degree 
required as well as a pleasing personality. 
Must be organized and able to do her work 
quickly and efficiently with a minimum 
amount of supervision. Duties required are 
recording statements, analyzing liability 
and settling automobile claims via phone. 
Apply to State Farm Insurance, Anderson, S. 
C; phone 226-0304. 
WANTED: Commercial artist, 
professional caliber. Part time. Will fit your 
schedule. Good pay Call collect. PBM 




ASTRO II — 
4:50, 7:10, 9:30. 
CAME LOT — 
Told" — 1, 3, 5 
THE FLICK- 
Greenville 
"The Sting" — 2:20, 4:35, 7, 
'Magnum  Force" — 2:30, 
Table of Music Books 
and Sheet Music 











206 College Ave. Clemson 
"The Greatest Story Ever 
, 7, 9. 
-"The Quiet Man" — Feb. 8, 
9; "The Angel and the Bad Man"; "Rio 
Grande" — Feb. 10, 11, 12; "The Sands of 
Iwo," "The Fighting Kentuckian Feb. 13, 14 
— call 235-9010 for movie times. 
MALL — "The Way We Were" — 4:457 7, 
9:15. 
TOWER — "Run, Stranger, Run" — call 
232-2117 for movie times. 
Mauldin 
THE CINEMA — "Black Belt Jones" — 
1:15,3:15,7,8:40; "1001 Danish Delights" — 
late show on Friday. 
Anderson 
ANDERSON MALL — "Magnum Force" 
— call 225-1200 for time. 
BELVEDERE — call 224-4040 for all in- 
formation. 
OSTEEN — "Don't Look Now" — 2:30, 5, 
7, 9. 
Seneca 
THE CINEMA — "American Wilderness" 
— Feb. 8,9 — 4:30, 7, 9:15; "If I Had A 
Million," "Never Give A Sucker An Even 
Break" — Feb. 10, 11, 12; "Black Belt 
Jones" — Feb. 13, 14 — 7, 9. 
Clemson 
ASTRO III —"Sleeper" — Feb. 6,9 — 7,9; 
"Stateof Siege" — Feb. 10,11,12 —3 (Sun.), 
7,9; "Jonathan Livingston Seagull" — starts 
Feb. 13. 
CLEMSON THEATRE — "They Call Me 
Trinity," "Trinity Is Still My Name" — Feb. 
8, 9; "Black Moses of Soul" — February 10, 
11, 12; "Black Belt Jones" — Feb. 13 — call 
654-3230.  
Now Thru Sat. .Feb. 9 
A DOUBLE BARRELS 















IN ANDERSON MALI 
Starts 
CUNT EASTWOOD 
as a rough-tough 
fists-first     detective 
in San Francisco! 
L Clint East wood 
I is Mwtf Mawf let 
Magnum    Force 
AT 2:35-4:40-6:45-8:55 




Starting Wednesday \ AT THE 
•N 
gilt's a life style, 
i&ilt's the beauty of love, 
iSthe joy of freedom, 
gilt's the best-selling book, 
gilt's Neil Diamond. 
Silt's a motion picture. 
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All Students free drink with snack box, regular 
dinner, and jumbo dinner. 
On Mon. Tues. and Wed. 
Must Show I.D. 
Open Daily 10:30-9:00 
Kentucky Fried Chicken 
Highway 123 Clemson 
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Pictures talk. 
Some little boys don't. 
Some inner-city ghettos have special schools. For little 
boys who don't talk. 
Not mute little boys. But children so withdrawn, so afraid 
of failure, they cannot make the slightest attempt to do any- 
thing at which they might fail. 
Some don't talk. Some don't listen. Most don't behave. And 
all of them don't learn. 
One day someone asked us to help. 
Through Kodak, cameras and film were distributed to 
teachers. The teachers gave the cameras to the kids and told 
them to take pictures. 
And then the miracle. Little boys who had never said any- 
thing, looked at the pictures and began to talk. They said 
"This is my house." "This is my dog." "This is where I like 
to hide." They began to explain, to describe, to communicate. 
And once the channels of communication had been opened, 
they began to learn. 
We're helping the children of the inner-city. And we're 
also helping the adults. We're involved in inner-city job pro- 
grams. To train unskilled people in useful jobs. 
What does Kodak stand to gain from this? Well, we're 
showing how our products can help a teacher-and maybe 
creating a whole new market. And we're also cultivating 
young customers who will someday buy their own cameras 
and film. But more than that, we're cultivating alert, edu- 
cated citizens. Who will someday be responsible for our society. 
After all, our business depends on our society. So we care 
what happens to it. 
Kodak 
More than a business. 
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Indoor track squad to compete 
in Alabama invitational meet 
Ciemson will open the 1974 
indoor track season this Friday 
as Coach P. Wee Greenfield's 
team travels to Montgomery, 
Alabama to face some of the 
stiffest competition in the 
Southeast. There will be more 
than 30 teams participating in the 
event. 
Greenfield, entering his 
fourteenth season as head coach, 
views the upcoming season with 
some optimism, but is quick to 
add that the team is a young one. 
Eleven lettermen return from 
last season's fourth place ACC 
TIM CAPEHART, who had missed the last several games due to an 
injury, should be back in action next Wednesday when the Tigers take 
on Wake Forest in an important ACC battle. (Photo by John Rown- 
tree) 
finisher, but the real strength of 
the team may lie in some 
newcomers to the squad. 
Clemson's strongest area 
should be the middle distance 
events, the 440 and 880-yard runs, 
where junior returnee Gene 
Hortz is joined by newcomers 
Wolfgang Funk and George 
Esher. Another Tiger strong 
point will be the distance events, 
where first year runners Roy 
Kulikowski, Dean Matthews, and 
Dave Gear will join letterman 
Ian Davidson to pace the 
Ciemson effort. 
The Tigers should also be 
strong in the field events. Ed 
Fern, last year's ACC meet 
champion, in the highjump, 
returns. Fern recorded a jump of 
6-feet 11-inches last year in non- 
ACCcompetition, and should be a 
threat to go over the seven-foot 
mark this year. In the long jump 
the Tigers will be represented by 
returning letterman Neal 
Herrart and newcomer Bruce 
Brown. 
The team will also be 
strengthened by the addition of 
two players from the Ciemson 
football team, Craig Brantley 
and Bennie Cunningham. 
Brantley will compete in sprint 
events, while Cunningham should 
add depth in the shot put. 
Other returning lettermen 
include Med Allen, Bob Bos well, 
Mark Boynton, Witt Langstaff, 
Rick Zanes, Larry Zehnder, and 
Fred Zeiher. 
The Ciemson squad will 
compete throughout the month of 
February, with several in- 
vitational meets and one dual 
meet (against UNC at Chapel 
Hill), in preparation for the ACC 
Championships, to be held 
February 23 at College Park, 
Maryland. The Terps, perennial 
ACC track champions, rolled up 
81 points in last year's conference 
meet to easily out-distance 
runner-up UNC. The Tigers will 
seek to improve upon their 
fourth -place finish. 
Swimmers seek to even record 
The Ciemson swimming team 
will close out its 1974 home 
schedule this Saturday when they 
host Appalachian State in a 2 
p.m.   encounter.   The   Ciemson 
record now stands at 3-4, after 
wins over Furman, Ship- 
pensburg and Emory and losses 
to Virginia, Georgia Southern, 
Georgia Tech and South 
Carolina. 
Tiger fencers visit UT 
Coaches Hal Cooledge and 
Larry Gahan will carry a group 
of a dozen fencers to Knoxville, 
Tenn., Saturday, as Ciemson 
competes in Tennessee's 
Volunteer Open. 
The Tiger fencers dropped a 
narrow 14-13 decision to the Vols 
earlier in the year and fell to 
Vanderbilt and Muhlenberg by 
identical 17-10 scores. Ciemson 
came back last week to hand N. 
C. State a 17-10 setback. 
Sophomores Bill Tindal (foil) 
and Steve McCall (Epee), along 
with senior Tom Worsdale 
(Epee), have been the Tigers' top 
fencers this season, all compiling 
8-4 records. Senior captain Dave 
Purnell (Epee) is 6-6 on the year. 
Clemson's hopes depend in a 
large part on the performance of 
freshman Mike Henderson, who 
set three school records during 
last Saturday's narrow 57-56 loss 
to Georgia Tech. Henderson's 
time of 1:39.3 broke a 1962 mark 
of 1:42 in the 160-yard individual 
medley, and his 2:21.8 mark 
eclipsed Charles Courtney's 
record of 2:24.3 in the 200-yard 
breaststroke. Henderson also 
swam record time in the first 
hundred yards of the breast- 
stroke, erasing Tommy Watson's 
1973 record. 
Though this is the last 
scheduled home meet for Coach 
Carl McHugh's swimmers, the 
team has three more meets on 
the road before the Atlantic 
Coach Conference meet on March 




by Kerry Capps. 
Henry Abadi is a man with a problem — a problem 
that only a handful of athletes ever have the pleasure of 
solving. Abadi's problem is that he has been offered 
professional contracts in two major sports, and now he 
must make the choice of which he wants to play. The 
Seattle franchise of the North American Soccer League 
chose Clemson's first team All-American in the fourth 
round of its collegiate draft, while the Dallas Cowboys of 
the National Football League have been negotiating 
with Abadi to sign with them as a place kicker. 
For the present, Abadi has chosen to focus his at- 
tention on football. "We're going to work on that first," 
he explained. "If that doesn't work out, then I'll consider 
the soccer offer." 
Abadi, whom Coach Ibrahim has described as having 
the strongest leg of any soccer player he has ever seen, 
was contacted by Cowboy representatives here last 
week. Aided in his negotiations by Colonel Rick Robbins, 
Abadi talked with the Cowboys for several hours last 
week and came to a tentative agreement which would 
have provided for the Ciemson soccer star to sign a 
contract with Dallas which would include a bonus just 
for trying out with the team. A question arose over 
Abadi's playoff status resulting from his religion, 
however, and the Cowboys decided to send two scouts to 
Ciemson this week to give him a special tryout before 
finalizing the contract. 
Abadi is a Seventh Day Adventist and therefore 
cannot participate in any athletic event or any other 
such activity between sundown on Friday and sundown 
on Saturday. Under most circumstances this will pose 
no conflict since regular season NFL games are 
scheduled on Sunday afternoons and Monday nights. 
The only exception comes in the playoffs where two 
games each year are played on Saturday to facilitate 
television coverage. 
The Cowboys decided that even though this would be 
somewhat of a drawback (especially since the team has 
appeared in the league's playoffs in each of the last nine 
season), Abadi would still be a valuable addition to the 
team even if he did miss such a playoff game. The only 
hangup came in discussions in regard to Abadi's status 
regarding playoff money, if in fact he played throughout 
the season and then missed one of the playoff games for 
which bonus money is awarded. The Cowboys then 
decided to try Abadi out before offering the contract, 
which is to include a clause with a guarantee against 
Saturday play, as well as some provision on the playoff 
matter. 
Abadi has been working out for the last two weeks 
with former Ciemson placekicking standout Eddie 
Seigler. During that limited period, he has been kicking 
from 50 yards out, and has reportedly been hitting on 
well over half of those attempts. Abadi said that his 
longest successful kick was one of 70 yards. "I was out 
practicing kicking off last spring and I just happened to 
kick the ball through the uprights," he said. 
Abadi is optimistic that he can make it as a 
placekicker in the NFL. "I think that I have the ability, 
but now its just a matter of practice." 
Dallas has thus far been the only NFL team to of- 
ficially contact Abadi, but if the Dallas offer fails to 
come through, which seems unlikely at this time, other 
offers may well follow as other teams learn of Abadi's 
reputation as a kicker. And even if for some reason none 
of that works out, Henry has a spot waiting for him in the 
NASL in Seattle, playing a game at which he's done 
pretty well over the years. All things considered, it s not 
a bad position to be in. 
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JEFF REISINGER goes up for a shot against North Carolina during 
Clemson's loss earlier in the season. Reisinger was the victim of poor 
officiating during the second meeting between the two teams last 
Saturday at Chapel Hill. See story below. (Photo by F. L. Hiser Jr.) 
Opinion 
ACC officiating 
by Jim Lucas  
Most college basketball coaches realize that criticizing the refs is, at 
best, a risky business; those who continually harp upon the unfairness 
or incompetence of the officials leave themselves open to charges of 
"sour grapes" or chronic excuse-making. However, there comes a 
time in the life of even the most cautious and tolerant coach when he 
simply can stand no more, when he must speak out; for Coach Tates 
Locke, that time has arrived. 
"It was ours," Locke said of the Clemson-North Carolina game last 
Saturday at Chapel Hill, "but they took it away from us." "They," of 
course, were the referees, who conveniently—for UNC—missed seeing 
Tar Heel Bobby Jones climb over Jeff Reisinger's back in the final 
seconds of the game (which was won, oddly enough, by UNC, 61-60). 
"They were the same ones who got us at Clemson (in the first game, 
won by UNC, 102-90)," Locke continued, "only this time they took us 
out at the end instead of in the first ten minutes." 
Locke is not given to facile criticism; when he makes public 
statements about officiating, he does so only after severe and per- 
sistent provocation. Indeed, those who saw the films of last Saturday's 
game may well conclude that, as one student put it, "Jones could have 
pulled a revolver and shot Jeff, and the ref wouldn't have called it!" 
Questions about the possible-partiality of ACC officials aside for the 
moment—and these questions are still very much unanswered—there 
remains the question of competence. ACC referees have been blowing 
elementary calls with unprecedented frequency recently; at the Big 
Four Tournament in Greensboro last December, two successive ob- 
vious calls were muffed in the N.C. State-Wake Forest game, in full 
view of the Commissioner and the officer in charge of ACC officials. 
For the time being, it seems, the ACC is left with a curious paradox: 
that the strongest league in college basketball must continue to suffer 
the nation's most inept officiating. 
Trail Hands, Gun Slingers, Bounty Hunters, Half 
Breeds, Apache Indians, Prospecters, Wild 
Horse Riders, Rustlers, U. S. Marshals, 
Traveling Medicine Shows, Dirty Sally — and All 
College Students 
WELCOME AT— 
Tigs fight off Bucs 73-65 
by Keith Cannon  
Clemson's game with East 
Tennessee State was expected to 
provide the Tigers with a 
breather before they returned to 
the ACC schedule. However, 
Tates Locke's crew had to use a 
little extra oxygen to hold off the 
Bucs by a 73-65 score. 
At the outset, the game was a 
Clemson shutout; the Tigers held 
ETSU scoreless for the first four 
minutes, but could only manage 
four points of their own in that 
time. Both teams played well on 
defense in the early minutes; by 
the 7:06 mark, the Tigers were 
ahead by only five, 19-14. 
From that point, the Tigers 
scored eight unanswered points 
to go in front by 13; Clemson went 
into the locker room with a 35-23 
half time lead. 
Wayne Croft provided the of- 
fensive punch for the Tigers in 
the first half with 12 points, and 
Terrell Suit came off the bench to 
put in eight. Croft, Wayne Rollins 
and Marty Patterson each 
grabbed six rebounds. Sharp- 
shooting Kenny Reynolds had 12 
points for the Bucs, while Ron 
Mitchell grabbed six rebounds. 
Scoring ten points in the first 
seven minutes of the second half, 
Jeff Reisinger paced Clemson to 
a 49-33 bulge before ETSU began 
to pull the floor out from under 
them. The Bucs took advantage 
of the absence of Tree Rollins, 
who left early in the half after his 
fourth foul. The visitors outshot, 
outhustled, and outrebounded the 
Tigers; led by the gunning of 
Reynolds, ETSU pulled to within 
three points with 2:23 to play. 
Van Gregg responded with a 
clutch 13-footer from the key to 
put Clemson ahead, 64-59. East 
Tennessee State missed a shot 
the next time down court, and the 
Tigers put the game away when 
Suit hit one end of a two-shot foul, 
and Rollins followed up the miss 
with a tap-in to make it 67-59. Two 
one-and-one conversions by Suit 
and one by Rollins gave Clemson 
its 73-point total. 
Final statistics showed four 
Tigers in double figures. Suit had 
his third straight impressive 
scoring performance with 15 
points. Reisinger and Croft each 
had 14 points and Rollins added 
CROFT 
10. Despite playing only half of 
the game, Rollins was the game's 
leading rebounder with twelve 
recoveries. 
Reynolds was a one-man gang 
for the Buccaneers, hitting for 27 
points, while Ron Mitchell had 13 
and Jerry Wilkerson added 10. 
Mitchell led the Bucs' board 
game with ten. 
The Tigers had a season-low of 
11 turnovers, but, like the Buc- 
caneers, they could only manage 
39.7 per cent from the field for the 
game. 
After the game, Coach Locke 
expressed displeasure with the 
team's performance in the last 15 
minutes of the game, and 
especially with the lack of of- 
fensive movement to the inside. 
"Tree could have had a million 
out there- tonight," Locke said. 
"We shot poorly in the second 
half, except for the first seven or 
eight minutes." Locke had some 
criticism for the officiating, 
mentioning a couple of "cheap 
fouls" on Rollins. 
About the East Tennessee State 
rally, Locke commented, "When 
they got behind they kept playing 
like they didn't know what the 
score was. They just kept 
shooting it up there and it went 
in." 
On the positive side, Locke 
praised the pressing tactics 
which got the Tigers out to their 
early lead. Locke said that he 
was pleased with the play of 
Marty Patterson, who scored five 
points and captured seven 
rebounds in a seven minute 
substitute role. He added, "In 
general, I was pleased with the 
first 25 minutes of the game." 
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employment at National Parks, 
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Kenney inks Clemson grid grant 
Red Parker continued his 
football recruiting concentration 
on big linemen, especially those 
from North Carolina, as 
Raleigh's Steve Kenney became 
the seventh Tar Heel lineman to 
sign a grant-in-aid with the 
Tigers. The 6-4, 225-pound 
linebacker    was    signed    by 
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Clemson assistant coach Dwight 
Adams. 
A standout defender for the 
past two seasons at Raleigh's 
Sanderson High School for Coach 
Jim Brown, Kenney headed a 
defensive unit which was one of 
the finest in North Carolina's 
high school ranks last season. His 
play helped Sanderson to finish 
the 1973 campaign as co- 
champion of theEastern 4-A 
Division 5 Conference, along with 
Enloe, another Raleigh prep 
team. 
Kenney, who averaged 15 
tackles per game, was a first 
team selection on Raleigh's All- 
Metro grid squad, as well as an 
All-East selection. 
Picked to play in the Shrine 
Bowl, Kenney starred for the 
winning Tar' Heel team, and, 
following the season, he was 
picked by Coach and Athlete 
magazine as an All-American 
prepster. 
Ruggers win 
The always tough Atlanta 
Rugby Club fell victim to the 
Clemson ruggers  in  a  pair  of 
matches last weekend. This 
semester's record now stands at 
4-0, and the Clemson team has 
now won 11 consecutive matches, 
stretching back into last 
semester. 
Clemson took the first game 14- 
4, as Joe Croman, Rick Harper 
and Pete Keck pushed across the 
goal for scores. Newcomers Pat 
Shealy and Gary Brown turned in 
good performances playing along 
side players with much more 
rugby experience. 
In the second game Clemson 
took a 8-0 decision, with Richard 
Biosett leading the charge at 
scrum-half. The running and 
passing of Mike Stuck, Eric 
Nelson, and Steve Goodwin 
constantly kept Atlanta at their 
end of the field. Mike Buckner, a 
converted footLall linebacker, 
finally broke through for the first 
Clemson score after Walt Hunley 
had advanced the ball into 
Atlanta territory on a long run. 
Late in the second half Bill 
Fellers took a pass from Glen 
Demar and went in for the final 
Clemson score. Gene Smith and 
Force Chamberland were out- 
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Jay Washington, standout 
running back for the Clemson 
Tigers, was drafted in the sixth 
round of the 1974 professional 
football draft by the Kansas City 
Chiefs. Washington, a native of 
Charleston, was the first running 
back drafted by the Chiefs, and 
was one of Kansas City's first 
picks; the Chiefs had traded 
away several of their early picks 
prior to the draft. 
WASHINGTON 
Last Thursday, Washington 
flew to Kansas City to meet with 
Coach Hank Stram and his staff; 
the Chiefs customarily arrange 
for their top draft choices to meet 
the staff and familiarize them- 
selves with the club organization. 
As of press time, there was no 
word of any contract agreement 
between Washington and the 
Chiefs. 
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Explosion leaves P Plant shambles 
by Beth Rogers  
University and business investigators 
have found no real clues into the causes of 
an explosion at the Physical Plant that left 
one employee seriously injured last 
Thursday. 
The blast, which completely destroyed 
the welding and sheet metal shops, hap- 
pened around 4:40 p.m., only minutes after 
some 200 Physical Plant workers clocked 
out in the area, according to Roy 
Rochester, Physical Plant director. 
Two employees, Johnny Newton and 
Tom Roach, were in the building when the 
explosion occurred and were rushed to 
Anderson Memorial Hospital for treat- 
ment. Newton, the Physical Plant welding 
foreman, remains in intensive care at the 
hospital, suffering from extensive third- 
degree burns. Roach was treated for 
minor injuries and released Thursday. 
An estimated $50,000 to $100,000 worth of 
damage was done to the facilities when an 
acetylene tank exploded, Rochester said. 
In addition to the building's massive 
structural damage, welding supplies, 
safety equipment and even a pickup truck 
were harmed. A number of windows were 
broken, and Rochester said that a large 
plate glass window was sucked out of 
Central Stores, located some 400 to 500 feet 
from the explosion site. 
Rochester said there are presently no 
clues as to exactly why the acelytene tank 
exploded. He explained that acetylene, a 
gaseous material used for welding and 
cutting, creates tremendous heat when 
mixed with oxygen, yet he maintained that 
the tanks have various safety features 
which are supposed to prevent such a heat 
build-up. 
"Each tank has four safety plugs that 
are supposed to melt and release pressure 
before an explosion can occur. That didn't 
happen," he stated. 
"Our major concern right after the 
explosion was whether the other gas tanks 
(about 20) in the vicinity would explode," 
Rochester said. "We called the National 
Gas Co. to come and inspect. They checked 
them out and found them to be all right." 
Clemson is under state contract to the 
National Gas Co. which owns the tanks. 
"According to the National Gas people, 
they had never seen this before," said 
Rochester. The company's safety director 
began conducting an investigation last 
Friday, and the University is also trying to 
determine the cause of the explosion. 
When the tank exploded, its base 
separated and remained at the site of the 
explosion. The remainder of the tank was 
projected upward and landed in the 
stadium, 655 feet from the Physical Plant. 
Rochester explained that a tremendous 
vacuum was created, similar to that of a 
tornado, causing windows to be sucked 
inward rather than blown outward. 
Considerable damage was done to the 
steam plant, and the Physical Plant 
buildings suffered damage from fallen 
light fixtures land debris. 
Some debris landed on a high-voltage 
BURNED VICTIM'S CLOTHING—This is what remains of the shirt, glasses and watch, 
worn by Johnny Newton, one of those injured in the Physical Plant explosion Thursday 
afternoon. The explosion ripped the workings out of his watch, leaving the band intact on 
his arm. Newton is in intensive care at Anderson Memorial Hospital. 
pyre buss duct, which carries about two- 
thirds of the campus' electrical power, 
including that of the steam plant, which 
furnishes heat to the entire campus. 
Fortunately no harm was done to this duct. 
Rochester termed this "one of those 
miracles." Had the duct been damaged, 
the entire campus probably would have 
been temporarily without heat. 
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